THE EVOLUTION OF PUBLICATIONS FROM PRESENTATIONS
2001 FOLLOW-UP SURVEY

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Please make necessary corrections and supply missing information.

Name:
Organization:
Postal Address:

Control Number:
E-mail:
Telephone number:
Presentation format:
Authors:
Title of Presentation (2000 IALE Conference, Ft. Lauderdale, FL):

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS with respect to the presentation named above.

DEFINITION: "Core material" is the main finding or insight of the work presented at the 2000 IALE meeting.

STATUS FROM 2000 SURVEY:
“Already submitted for publication” or “Will be submitted for publication”

If the status shown above is “Will be submitted for publication,” skip to Question 6.

1. Have you continued research on this core material since submitting the manuscript for publication?
   [ ] Yes
   [ ] No

2. What is the present status of the manuscript you submitted for publication?
   [ ] in press (Skip to Question 3)
   [ ] accepted pending revisions (Skip to Question 4)
   [ ] rejected (Skip to Question 5)
   [ ] still in review (Skip to Question 11)

<<< SURVEY CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE >>>
3. Your manuscript is in press. Please provide a complete citation and expected publication date.

Skip to Question 11.

4. Your manuscript has been accepted pending revisions. What will you do next with this manuscript?
   [ ] revise the manuscript and return it for final acceptance
   [ ] attempt to publish the manuscript in its present form elsewhere
   [ ] attempt to publish the manuscript in a revised form elsewhere
   [ ] stop attempting to publish this manuscript
   [ ] undecided
   [ ] other (specify) __________________

Skip to Question 11.

5. Your manuscript has been rejected. What will you do next? (mark any that apply)
   [ ] attempt to publish the manuscript in its present form elsewhere
   [ ] attempt to publish the manuscript in a revised form elsewhere
   [ ] stop attempting to publish this manuscript
   [ ] undecided
   [ ] other (specify) __________________

Skip to Question 11.

6. What have you done with the core material since the May 2000 survey? (mark all that apply)
   [ ] performed further research
   [ ] presented it in poster sessions — number of times presented _________
   [ ] presented it orally — number of times presented _________
   [ ] submitted for publication (Skip to Question 9)
   [ ] I have done nothing with this material.

7. What is the very next thing you expect to do with this core material?
   [ ] submit for publication
   [ ] refine with further research
   [ ] poster presentation at another conference
   [ ] oral presentation at another conference
   [ ] I will do nothing further with this core material
   [ ] other (specify) __________________

<<< SURVEY CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE >>>
8. Within how many years do you expect to submit for publication the core material from this presentation?
   [ ] within one year
   [ ] within two years
   [ ] more than two years from now
   [ ] I no longer intend to publish this core material (Skip to Question 11)

9. Where have you submitted the core material; or where do you intend to submit the core material?
   [ ] peer-reviewed journal
   [ ] book chapter
   [ ] conference proceeding
   [ ] popular journal or newspaper
   [ ] other (specify) __________________

10. Please provide the name of the journal, book, proceedings, or other outlet to which you have submitted or intend to submit your work.

11. Will you continue research related to this core material?
    [ ] Yes
    [ ] No
    [ ] Undecided

Thank you for completing this survey!

<<< END OF SURVEY >>>